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1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

The purpose of the report is to provide Climate Change Cabinet Steering
Group with an opportunity to consider the Draft Council Tackling Climate
Change Strategy and agree to engage and consult with residents and
businesses on the Council’s response to Climate Change.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Climate Change Cabinet Steering Group:

2.1

Note the contents of this report and the Draft Council Tackling Climate
Change Strategy in the Appendix.

2.2

Consider the Draft Council Tackling Climate Change Strategy and make
recommendations to the Council’s Cabinet on the Strategy before the
Cabinet considers the Strategy at its meeting later this month. Cabinet
will be requested to consider whether it wishes to commence a wide
ranging engagement with residents and businesses on the Council’s
response to Climate Change starting in April 2021.

2.3

Request that the results of the consultation on the Draft Council Tackling
Climate Change Strategy are considered by the Climate Changing
Steering Group in June prior to the June meeting of Cabinet.
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REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

For the Council to become Carbon Neutral by 2030.

4.

BACKGROUND

4.1

There can be no doubt of the speed of change required to reduce carbon
emissions to protect the planet, or the need for us all to work together
more quickly to do so.
 António Guterres, Secretary-General of the United Nations "If we
don't act now on climate change, this coming century may be
one of humanity's last".
 Ursula von der Leyen, President of the European Commission
“fighting Climate Change has become the greatest responsibility
of our times”.
 Boris Johnson “no-one can say they didn’t see climate change
coming”.
 Mark Drakeford “Tackling the climate emergency requires a level
of collective action we have not seen since the days of the
Second World War” and he urged the people of Wales to “Think
Global: Act local” to make a difference.
 David Attenborough has described climate change as “our greatest
threat in thousands of years”.
 Greta Thunberg “This is the biggest crisis humanity has ever
faced. This is not something you can like on facebook”.

4.2

The science has never been clearer and the call to action, never louder.
This Council is also clear that it must play its part in taking urgent action
to mitigate the risks and tackle the catastrophic effects of the planet’s
rising temperatures. In doing so it has recognised the fundamental
changes that are needed to the way we all live our lives.

4.3

The Council has already shown a positive commitment to meet and
contribute to global, national and local targets to reduce carbon across
the Council’s services. The Council already purchases 100% of its
electrical energy supply from renewable energy sources and has
reduced its carbon footprint by 37% or 12,725 tonnes over the past five
years. Examples of the action taken to date by the Council include:






The upgrading of all street lights to efficient LED units and turning off
street lights in specific localities;
Investing in solar panels, LED lighting, wall and roof insulation,
energy efficient gas boilers, and combined heat and power units in
many schools, leisure centres and council buildings. The solar panels
fitted on council buildings are the equivalent size of two football fields;
Installed electric cooking equipment in all new kitchens to benefit
from the renewable electricity we procure;
Significantly reduced the amount of waste that is disposed of by
landfill or through energy for waste;









Invested in the Healthy Hillsides project with Welsh Government and
the Fire Service with benefits for carbon reduction, biodiversity and
air quality;
Through planning agreements with windfarm developers, hundreds
of hectares of peat and associated habitats have been targeted for
restoration and their carbon and water storage has been increased;
Invested in 20 micro generation Hydrogen Fuel Cells for our highest
energy users (care homes, large schools and leisure centre) with the
ambition to do more – this has a significant impact on the emission of
greenhouse gases;
Ensured all new schools and other council buildings are certified as
BREEAM “Very Good” or “Excellent” with EPC ratings of A;
Through various government grant schemes, enabled many
residents on low incomes to improve the heat insulation in their own
homes;
Worked with partners to develop renewable energy projects such as,
Clydach hydroelectricity, Vattenfall Wind Farm, Gasification Boiler at
Ynysangharad War Memorial Park, and Bryn Pica Eco Park.

4.4

Furthermore, in the autumn of 2019, the Council created this Steering
Group, the Climate Change Steering Group, a sub-committee of the
Council’s Cabinet, which is charged with developing the Council’s
response to the Climate Change agenda and supporting Cabinet to
achieve the 2030 Net Zero target. As you are all aware, the focus of this
Steering Group is to understand the various carbon issues within the
County Borough, make a series of recommendations to the Council’s
Cabinet and gather information to inform the development of the
Council’s Tackling Climate Change Strategy.

4.5

Whilst, the Covid19 Pandemic has had an impact on the work of the
Steering Group, good progress has been made, and to date it has:






Biodiversity - Considered, and challenged the Council’s Biodiversity
Plan and Cabinet has approved the Plan and considered and
adopted the Wildflower Grassland Management Policy;
Community use of vacant/unused land - Simplified the Council’s
processes and procedures to enable community groups to use
underused or vacant Council land for environmental purposes;
Waste Management Strategy – Recommended that Cabinet
consider increasing the Council’s waste recycling target from 70% of
its household waste by 2025 to 80% by 2025 and challenged other
public sector and private sector organisations to do the same. This
new target will be the most challenging in the UK;
Local Procurement of Supplies and Services –Currently, the
Council spends £227m on supplies and services of which £51m is

spent with businesses registered in Rhondda Cynon Taf, and £138m
on businesses registered in South East Wales. The Steering Group
agreed to the Council advertising its tenders with the local market and
wherever possible break the tenders into lots which enables small
and medium sized companies to compete for parcels of the supplies
and services being tendered. The Steering Group has requested a
regular report on whether this change in approach is increasing the
amount of money the Council spends locally;










Elimination of single use plastics in all Council contracts and
premises – Agreed an action plan that sets out the arrangements to
eliminate/reduce the single us of plastics, and in particular seeks to
remove all single use plastics from Council and school catering
facilities by 31 March 2021 where there is an environmentally friendly
alternative;
Taffs Well Thermal Spring – Generating carbon free energy for
the community of Taffs Well – Made a recommendation for Cabinet
to consider at its January 2020 meeting to invest in the technology to
use the natural heat from Taffs Well Thermal Spring to heat the local
school and community centre;
Transportation – how do we reduce our carbon emissions and
change our modes of transport? - This report focused on
maximising the benefits of the South Wales Metro; considered
electrical vehicle charging; opportunities to significantly increase
active travel options; how we reduce the impact of the Council’s fleet
of vehicles, commissioned/subsidised public transport, licenced taxis
and home to school transport. Progress is being made and a further
report on electric vehicle charging is being considered by the
Steering Group on 17th March 2021;
Air Quality – how do we improve air quality, and eliminate the
“hotspots”, the Air Quality Management Areas in the County
Borough – The report considered what proactive action the Council
is taking to tackle air quality in the air quality management areas, to
ensure air quality improves across the County Borough. The Steering
Group made a series of recommendations to Cabinet in respect of
schemes/actions to be implemented to improve air quality in the air
quality management areas;
Energy Generation – What opportunities do we have to generate
energy on public sector land and/or rivers in Rhondda Cynon
Taf – This report set out a series of proposals for the Council to build
and finance potential solar, wind and hydro schemes on Council or
other public sector owned land and rivers, that will make a significant
contribution to the Council achieving its Carbon Neutral target. The
Steering Group supported the proposals and they were considered
by Cabinet in January 2021;







Nature’s Assets - Using the Natural Environment to reduce
carbon emissions and the effects of climate change – This report
focused on opportunities to maximise carbon storage through natural
assets in the County Borough. The Steering Group recommended
that Cabinet identify a number of potential suitable sites and consider
funding the development of these sites including allocating funding
within the 21/22 capital budget. A range of projects, were considered
such as a long term native woodland programme, urban green
infrastructure schemes in town centres, and peatbog restoration
schemes which will have a positive impact on improving air quality,
supporting flood management and prevention schemes, reducing
noise and vehicle pollution and generally improving the living
environment of residents. We are currently working with National
Resources Wales to identify the land in the Council’s and NRW’s
ownership suitable for carbon sequestration;
Strategic and Local Development Plans – How do we plan for
the future, and ensure new homes, new buildings, and other
infrastructure are carbon neutral? – Cardiff Capital Region and the
Council are planning to prepare a regional SDP and a RCT LDP. It is
essential that these ten year plans include new policies and
commitments to ensure our housing, transportation and business
infrastructure minimises our carbon footprint and it is fit for purpose
in the 21st Century and beyond. This will include commitments to
ensure offices and homes are well connected with public and active
travel options; town centres become places to live as well as work
and socialise; and the natural environment is enhanced. The Steering
Group has provided its views on a range of topics that need to be
considered by the LDP, and this feedback was also considered by
Cabinet in progressing the LDP process;
Quantifying Rhondda Cynon Taf’s carbon footprint on Wales
and the World – The Welsh Government’s planned carbon footprint
measurement tool has yet to be released. Therefore, the Carbon
Trust has been commissioned to establish a robust baseline for the
County Borough which will be considered by the Steering Group early
in the new financial year, in order to understand the data and to use
it to determine the next steps to prioritise interventions and
investments.
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THE TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGY

5.1

The Council’s draft Tackling Climate Change Strategy set out in
Appendix A seeks to set the overall direction for the Council over the
coming five years, describing its vision, purpose and ambition as local
authority in respect of the Council’s carbon footprint and the carbon
footprint for the County Borough.

5.2

The Council’s proposed vision is:
By 2030




Rhondda Cynon Taf Council will be carbon neutral;
The whole County Borough will be as close as possible to carbon
neutral;
Our work with partners will have contributed to reducing carbon
emissions across the County Borough by ********.

5.3

In order to deliver our Vision, the Council will continue to provide strong
community leadership and create a cleaner, greener environment for
people and businesses to be independent, healthy and prosperous and
for natural eco systems to thrive. We will play our part in tackling climate
change and protecting the planet.

5.4

In our Corporate Plan 2020-24, Making A Difference, the Council
acknowledged that delivering our Climate Change commitment is our
greatest challenge. In our plan we committed to delivering three main
priorities, all of which will contribute to and benefit from tackling climate
change:




Ensuring People: are independent, healthy and successful;
Creating Places: where people are proud to live, work and play;
Enabling Prosperity: creating the opportunity for people and
businesses to: be innovative; be entrepreneurial; and fulfil their
potential and prosper.

5.5

Our Climate Commitments underpin each of our priorities. These
commitments have been developed using the best information available
at a time of significant and competing local, regional, national and global
priorities with new and fast-moving opportunities being presented by
governments and businesses alike. The pace of change is also being
accelerated by the growing pressure of people across the world to take
climate action.

5.6

No single plan can set out the many ways in which we are working to
reduce carbon emissions in to achieve our commitments in Rhondda
Cynon Taf. This plan is a framework to guide us and shape what we do
to reduce both the Council’s carbon footprint and that of the County
Borough. We will also be working within the Welsh Government’s
Delivery Plan for a Low Carbon Wales and its ‘Route Map’ to
decarbonise the public sector in Wales.

5.7

Our commitments to reduce carbon within the Council include:














Reducing our carbon footprint in respect of all the Council’s activities.
Reducing the demand for energy and embedding carbon reduction
into everything we do.
Using public sector land for green energy generation and/or carbon
storage.
Investing in solar energy installations in Council buildings and making
sure that all new schools, offices, homes and commercial buildings
within the County Borough are built to a Net Zero standard.
Supplying all our buildings and offices with low carbon heat and/or
generating our own electricity.
Further developing the use of hydrogen for fuel cells in Council
vehicles and buildings.
Ensuring we recycle or reuse 80% of all municipal waste by 2025.
Continuing to locate services closer the people that use, work and
visit them.
Procuring a vehicle fleet that is fit for purpose yet has a limited impact
on the environment and replacing all our new cars and light goods
vehicles with ultra low emission vehicles by 2025
Taking a sustainable approach to the supplies and services we buy
within the Council, from major building projects to eliminating single
use plastics, so that we better support the local and green economy.
Reducing staff travel by car by continuing to maximise the use of
technology, encouraging active travel and greater use of public
transport significantly reducing car commutes and business travel.

5.8

To achieve the 2030 target and respond to increasing public
expectations, will require the Council to invest significant sums in
ensuring its day to day activities become Carbon Neutral. This means
that the Council must plan for the fact that this additional cost will not be
met from simply doing more of what it is currently doing, but from making
other difficult choices on what it does or does not provide.

5.9

Responding to the pandemic and the impact of Storm Dennis has had
impact on the Council’s financial position, in the short term. Longer term,
the UK Government will have to repay the enormous sums spent in
protecting jobs and the economy during the long periods of lockdown.
This will inevitably have an adverse impact on public sector funding.
Therefore, it is important that the Council, despite these significant
financial challenges in the years ahead, ensures its longer term financial
planning can meet the challenge to be carbon neutral by 2030. The
Council’s Medium Term Financial Plan for 2022-25 will consider this in
detail in July 2021 after the Council’s Tackling Climate Change Strategy,
as set out in the Appendix, is consulted upon and residents and
businesses feedback their views and priorities for the future.
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EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

An Equality Impact Assessment is not required with regard to this report.
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CONSULTATION

7.1

The draft Tackling Climate Change Strategy will be subject to a
comprehensive public consultation over the two months to 31 May 2021,
the strategy will be scrutinised by the Overview & Scrutiny Committee,
and it will be important to involve all elected members in the consultation.

7.2

It is proposed to involve as wide a range of stakeholders as possible
during the two months in order to engage as many as possible in the
conversation of “how do we all tackle climate change?”. The Council will
work with national and local environmental groups to engage residents
and businesses and to also encourage them to engage in changing their
behaviours. To raise awareness, the Council’s social media and
marketing expertise will be used to develop and deliver targeted
campaigns for specific audiences, as well as more general awareness
raising of the impact of climate change. In particular, we will be keen to
engage with the Rhondda Cynon Taf Youth Forum, schools and other
youth groups, in addition to the various groups that the Council has
traditionally engaged with for consultation processes.

7.3

The lockdown will inevitably limit the opportunity for face to face
engagement, however, the Council will make best use of the variety of
social media, remote meetings and digital tools to engage with
stakeholders.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATION(S)

8.1

There are no financial implications aligned to this report. Any investment
required to address the priorities being consulted upon will be reported
and considered separately as part of the Council’s Medium Term Plan to
be considered in July 2021. Nevertheless, over the course of the next
few years the Council will seek to realign its revenue and capital budgets
to ensure that it has the financial resources to invest in major projects
that can have a positive impact on reducing the Council’s carbon
footprint.
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1

There are no legal implications aligned to this report.
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LINKS TO THE CORPORATE AND NATIONAL PRIORITIES AND THE
WELL-BEING OF FUTURE GENERATIONS ACT

10.1

The Council has committed to becoming a Carbon Neutral organisation
by 2030 and to work with residents and businesses to ensure the whole
County Borough is Carbon Neutral as close as possible to the 2030
target. This supports the priorities of the Council’s Corporate Plan
“Making a Difference” – 2020-24.

10.2

This report reflects the Sustainable development principles if the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act and will contribute to all seven national
goals, with more immediate direct contributions to a Globally
Responsible Wales, a more Resilient Wales , a Healthy Wales and a
Wales of Cohesive Communities.
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CONCLUSION

11.1

The Council has set the ambitious target to be become a Carbon Neutral
Council by 2030, along with the residents and businesses of the County
Borough. The draft Tackling Climate Change Strategy sets out the action
the Council will take over the next four years to make significant progress
and lay the strong foundations to enable the Council to make progress
towards achieving the 2030 target.

11.2

Achieving the 2030 target requires the communities of Rhondda Cynon
Taf to work together. The Council, therefore, welcomes the opportunity
to consult and engage with elected members, other public and private
organisations, community and environmental groups and individuals in
seeking their views how we can all help to achieve this ambitious target.

Appendix A

Tackling Climate Change
in
Rhondda Cynon Taf
(2021‐ 2025)

(Think Climate RCT)
Making Rhondda Cynon Taf
Carbon Neutral by 2030

Introduction/Context
Our County Borough has many stunning and unique features which can and will
continue to benefit the residents, businesses and visitors to Rhondda Cynon Taf.
These features include a huge area of semi‐natural landscape, with a high level of tree
cover and a wide variety of wildlife, both common and rare, close to where we live.
Even our mining heritage offers the potential to produce energy for us. We also face
unique challenges. The devastating impact of the 2020 floods, Ciara, Dennis and Jorge
on Rhondda Cynon Taf and the surrounding areas, is an early indication of the impact
of projected warmer, wetter winters in the northern hemisphere arising from the
impact of Climate Change. The ecological emergency is affecting our plants and
animals and affecting the natural processes on which we all depend.
Welsh Government data, set out in its Future Trends Report 2017, indicates that by
2050, in Wales,
 daily maximum summer temperatures are projected to rise by 3.4oC
 daily minimum winter temperatures are projected to increase by 2.5oC
 rainfall is projected to increase by 14% in winter and decrease by 16% in the
summer.
Across Wales, rising temperatures are already changing habitats affecting plants and
wildlife as well as soil conditions and landscapes. Rising sea levels in coastal regions
are threatening sea defences, frequent and more intense storms bring increased risk
of flooding. More winter rain, too much rainfall in a short period and changes across
the seasons will contribute to both flood and drought conditions. We are already
seeing increasing numbers of heavy rainfall events, and expect this increase to
continue, with greater risk of river and flash flooding. More extreme weather events
also include more frequent heat waves which will affect our health, livelihoods and for
many older and vulnerable people, life expectancy. For the ageing population in
Rhondda Cynon Taf, this is one of the significant risks that need to be managed.
As a Council, over the last few years, we have put in place energy efficiency measures
in our buildings, schools and street lighting and increased the amount of residents’
waste recycled. As a result of this work, between 2014/15 and 2018/19 we reduced
the amount of carbon emitted across the Council by 15,884 tonnes, a reduction of
45.24%. Our positive progress in waste recycling has led us to increase our recycling
target for 2024/25 to 80%, which exceeds the national target set by Welsh
Government.
We have also increased the amount of renewable energy we generate by investing in
solar and wind power plants, using the energy produced to deliver Council services.
In 2019/20 we generated 2,667,743 kWh – equivalent ******

2

More widely, we know that in 2018, 1065.8 kilotonnes of CO2e was emitted across
the County Borough, 32.1% or 504.9 kilotonnes, less than in 2005.
We are making progress, but we need to do more, and faster, if we are to reduce our
carbon emissions and help to reverse the damage to our planet, both as a Council and
community leader. We will continue to lead by example, particularly in those areas
where we have the greatest impact.
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This is our plan to meet our commitment to reduce the carbon emissions
in RCT and in doing do play our part in tackling Climate Change.
By 2030




Rhondda Cynon Taf Council will be carbon neutral and
the whole County Borough will be as close as possible to carbon neutral
our work with partners will have contributed to reducing carbon emissions
across the County Borough by ********.

In order to deliver our Vision, the Council will continue to provide strong community
leadership and create a cleaner, greener environment for people and businesses to be
independent, healthy and prosperous and for natural eco systems to thrive. We will
play our part in tackling climate change and protecting the planet.
In our Corporate Plan 2020‐24, Making A Difference, the Council acknowledged that
delivering our Climate Change commitment is our greatest challenge. In our plan we
committed to delivering three main priorities, all of which will contribute to and
benefit from tackling climate change:




Ensuring People: are independent, healthy and successful;
Creating Places: where people are proud to live, work and play;
Enabling Prosperity: creating the opportunity for people and businesses to: be
innovative; be entrepreneurial; and fulfil their potential and prosper.

Our Climate Commitments underpin each of our priorities. These commitments have
been developed using the best information available at a time of significant and
competing local, regional, national and global priorities with new and fast moving
opportunities being presented by governments and businesses alike. The pace of
change is also being accelerated by the growing pressure of people across the world
to take climate action.
No single plan can set out the many ways in which we are working to reduce carbon
emissions in to achieve our commitments in Rhondda Cynon Taf. This plan is a
framework to guide us and shape what we do to reduce both the Council’s carbon
footprint and that of the County Borough. We will also be working within the Welsh
Government’s Delivery Plan for a Low Carbon Wales and its ‘Route Map’ to
decarbonise the public sector in Wales.
Our commitments to reduce carbon within the Council include:
 Reducing our footprint in respect of all the Council’s activities.
 Reducing the demand for energy and embedding carbon reduction into
everything we do.
 Using public sector land for green energy generation and/or carbon storage.
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Investing in solar energy installations in Council buildings and making sure that
all new schools, offices, homes and commercial buildings within the County
Borough are built to a Net Zero standard.
Supplying all our buildings and offices with low carbon heat and/or generating
our own electricity.
Further developing the use of hydrogen for fuel cells in Council vehicles and
buildings.
Ensuring we recycle or reuse 80% of all municipal waste by 2025.
Continuing to locate services closer the people that use, work and visit them.
Procuring a vehicle fleet that is fit for purpose yet has a limited impact on the
environment and replacing all our new cars and light goods vehicles with ultra
low emission vehicles by 2025
Taking a sustainable approach to the supplies and services we buy within the
Council, from major building projects to eliminating single use plastics, so that
we better support the local and green economy.
Reducing staff travel by car by continuing to maximise the use of technology,
encouraging active travel and greater use of public transport significantly
reducing car commutes and business travel.

The Council is one area’s largest employers, and over 80% of staff are resident in the
County Borough. The Council’s property portfolio includes 447 Council sites 937
individual buildings, of varying sizes located throughout the County Borough. Through
councillors representing their communities, Council playing its part in providing strong
community leadership, support and scrutiny, and with Council staff trained and
encouraged to support climate initiatives, there is much that we can do locally to be
part of the global climate solution.

Our approach
Across the wider County Borough, our success will be dependent on the Council
playing its part to protect the planet for future generations, and also working with
other public bodies and organisations to maximise the impact of this work. This
includes encouraging and facilitating changes in lifestyle in all staff and their
representatives, elected Members, residents, local business as well as our visitors to
Rhondda Cynon Taf. The involvement of younger people will be key to creating,
developing and delivering this strategy over the long term and we are seeking this
involvement through school eco councils and our Youth Fora and through other
community organisations.
As well as listening to what people, communities and businesses are telling us, we also
need to support and challenge the Welsh Government to do better and to break down
any national barriers that mitigate against local action.
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Think Climate – PLACES
Using RCT’s resources to generate green energy for use in local buildings and homes
We will:
 Explore opportunities to develop micro hydro‐electric schemes on rivers
and streams.
 Investigate the potential to progress wind and solar energy schemes with
a view to supporting the Council’s aim to be carbon neutral and generate
all our energy needs.
 Progress existing energy generation schemes, including wind turbines at
Nant Y Gwyddon and Bryn Pica.
 Consider ways to use existing carbon free energy sources to provide
sustainable heat and power to local communities e.g. Taffs Well Thermal
Spring.
 Explore potential options to utilise existing energy sources including:
o waste heat generated at Bryn Pica
o geothermal energy from abandoned coal mines.
 Contribute to actions within the Cardiff Capital Region City Deal to explore
options for a hydrogen economy and to generate green energy to fuel our
industrial and commercial businesses.
Potential measures/targets
 Increase local renewable energy generated (MW numerical)
o Solar ‐ currently 1.5 MW of roof top solar installed on Council assets
o Wind – no council owned
o Hydro – no council owned
(targets tbd)
Making waste work for RCT
We will:
 Increase the amount of waste we reuse and recycle locally by investing in
technology, and supporting businesses and residents.
 Adopt a circular approach to recycling and reusing waste material that includes:
 Ensuring the maximum service life from our resources and finding ways to
recycle what is left.
 Creating outlets for the sale of recycled goods that would have otherwise
gone to landfill.
 Investigating how hard plastic waste can be processed into useable
products.
 Reduce transport emissions through improved processes for sorting and
transporting cardboard maximising the cardboard capacity transported in a single
journey.
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Continue to develop Bryn Pica Eco Park to its completion in 2023.
Potential measures/targets

By 2025, at least 80% of all RCT waste will be recycled.

Tonnage of ‘hard to recycle’ waste diverted from landfill or incineration
through specific recycling partnerships (e.g. ‘TerraCycle’ or equivalent).

Putting in place low carbon infrastructure for travel
By 2030, we need to ensure that over half of all journeys are taken by public transport,
bike or walking, with journeys where this is not possible using electric vehicles
We will:
 Invest in alternative transport options including:
 Improved public transport through the development of the South
Wales Metro;
 Active travel initiatives that encourage walking and cycling, and which
create wider County Borough wide networks;
 Investing in safe routes to schools across the County Borough
 Work with Welsh Government and the Regional Transport Authority to
continue to improve access to public transport and explore opportunities to
bring back disused public transport, such as rail lines, for bus routes and active
travel.
 Explore opportunities to develop a cycle network to major destinations in the
County Borough without impeding main traffic routes.
 Work with private sector to put in place and invest in accessible County Wide
network of electric vehicle (EV) charging opportunities, to stimulate market and
widen EV charging opportunities.
 Develop an electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure and electrical grid at the
Eco Park in Bryn Pica, using green energy sourced from waste.
 Use enforcement, where appropriate, to improve air quality, reducing idling
traffic and congestion in air quality monitoring zones.
Potential measures/targets

No of EV charging points installed at council premises over next 5 years

% shift to zero emission passenger vehicles by 2030

By 2025, 25% of journeys done by foot, bike or public transport

By 2025, 20% more passengers using public transport vs 2009

5% of bays in council owned car parks will be charging bays by 2023
(subject to funding)

KM of safe routes to schools within County Borough

KM active travel routes within County Borough
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Protecting and enhancing our wild spaces and work with nature to tackle both the
Climate and Nature emergencies
We will:
 Minimise flood risk by promoting nature based solutions in appropriate locations
as well as traditional engineering works, for example Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDS).
 Increase area of Woodland regeneration, protecting/storing carbon and reducing
the risk of flooding.
 Protect and enhance our most valuable carbon stores, in undisturbed soils and
semi‐natural vegetation that reside in woods, heathland and grasslands across the
County Borough.
 Restore selected local peatbogs following a review of publicly owned land.
 Develop a ‘Living Landscape’ bringing together existing wildlife sites, local
communities and wildlife organisations, sharing knowledge and skills to protect,
manage and use these sites to help address the Climate and Nature emergencies.
 In the wider countryside investigate and promote opportunities to use natural
processes, green infrastructure and management techniques to reduce
environmental risks such as flooding and wildfire, for example, The Healthy
Hillsides Project.
 Manage our green spaces so they are better able to cope with a changing climate
and enhance the benefits they provide to communities.
 Work with partners to expand green infrastructure and limit deforestation which
in turn will significantly increase flood defences
Potential measures/targets

% of public sector land in RCT managed for the benefit of wildlife by 2030

No of areas set aside for peat bags (increase)

Number of Properties protected from the risk of flooding for extreme
weather events (increase)

Number of nature based flood risk reduction projects (increase)

Area of Woodland in RCT (increase)

Area of Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation lost

Areas of/Number of peatbog restoration projects

Think Climate – PROSPERITY
Setting out Zero carbon ambitions for future development in our Local Development
Plan
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We will put climate change at the centre of our new development plan for adoption
in 2024, addressing carbon reduction measures including proximity of development
to public spaces, standards of new house building and protection of RCT uplands.
Potential measures/targets

By 2030 all new housing developments carbon neutral

% of developments zero carbon

proximity of new developments to public transport routes/hubs and/or
active travel

Making places easily accessible without a car through active & green travel
By 2030, we will ensure that over half of all journeys are taken by public transport,
bike or walking, with other journeys, where this is not possible, using electric vehicles
We will:
 Invest in park and ride facilities across the County Borough, including key metro
sites and transport hub sites.
 Ensure all new housing and commercial developments are easily accessible by
active travel and/or public transport.
 Support the development of an Ultra Low Emission vehicles charging network.
 Ensure that the transport services we commission, inc. Home to School, are
zero or low carbon where possible.
 Support operators to make the switch from diesel to electric taxis and buses.
Potential measures/targets

No. of EV charging points installed
% of buses/taxis zero emissions

Aiming for Zero carbon new homes
By 2025, all new homes in the County Borough will be carbon neutral
We will:
 Support housing development on existing brownfield sites, in particular Town
Centres, rather than building on ‘green’ sites.
 Increase the land supply for new Zero carbon homes through our local
development plan making sure the sites reduce the need for car use.
 Ensure that new housing and commercial developments include solar, where
feasible, and have the capability to generate, store and use renewable energy
onsite and offer EV charging points.
Potential measures/targets
no. of sustainable/zero carbon homes delivered
Making existing homes more energy efficient:
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We will work with landlords and homeowners to reduce the amount of energy used
in existing homes, reaching Zero carbon where this is feasible to do so, by 2050, in line
with Better Homes Better Wales.
We will:
 Investigate innovative ways of decarbonising all the housing stock, exploring
the Heat Pump systems and hydrogen opportunities.
 Increase the energy efficiency of privately owned and rented homes through
our RCT Warmer Homes Fuel Poverty strategy 2019‐2023 through supporting
improvements to insulation and using more efficient low carbon appliances.
 Work with Registered Social Landlords to make their existing housing more
energy efficient.
Potential measures/targets
No. of energy saving measures installed
Supporting local businesses to become more sustainable and capitalise on the new
opportunities offered by the green economy
We will:
 Consider how our business grants can support local businesses to become
more sustainable.
 Work with Welsh Government to help businesses eliminate waste and
implement circular economy principles such as reducing pollution and
extending the life of products and materials.
 Work with local businesses to help them source more sustainable products
locally and sell to local markets.
 Increase the amount of supplies and services the Council procures from local
small and medium sized enterprises by disaggregating the contracts into
smaller lots that are more suitable for local businesses to tender for.
 Use natural planting in public areas of our town centres to improve air quality
and well‐being, reduce flood risk and provide cooling during heatwaves.
 Promote Carbon and Eco‐Literacy in our schools and across the Council.
 Work with Cardiff Capital Region City Deal, universities and schools to provide
opportunities for people to acquire the skills they need for jobs in the green
economy, including tourism.
 Continue to work in partnership with schools to deliver and encourage the use
of ecology areas on 21st Century School sites for learning.
 Bring together public and third sector, business and academia to maximise our
work so that we can all meet our Carbon reduction targets.
Potential measures/targets to be developed
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Think Climate – PEOPLE
Supporting and encouraging different lifestyle choices
We will work with residents to develop the Council’s plans to tackle Climate Change
and also encourage and support them to make changes to their lifestyles and make
the choices that will help RCT to become Carbon Neutral by 2030.
We will
 Lead by example, e.g. eliminating our use of single use plastics, installing solar
panels on our Council buildings etc. and encouraging our staff to make
sustainable travel choices.
 Encourage people to reduce, reuse and recycle waste, which will also help us
to achieve our recycling target of 80% by 2025.
 Encourage people to move away from carbon fuelled transport so that half of
journeys are walking, cycling or made by public transport by 2030.
 Encourage people to support improvements in air quality by promoting good
driving behaviours including implementing no idling zones and reduced speed
limits.
 Encourage and support homeowners to improve the energy efficiency of their
homes aiming for Zero carbon homes by 2050.
 Develop a training centre at Ynysangharad park that will engage people in their
local environment and contribute to activities with positive climate impact,
increasing expertise and a love of nature.
 Involve and work with residents and community groups to develop biodiversity
initiatives including ‘Grab a Rake’ (verge management), ‘Action for Nature’,
protecting peatbogs, recording our wildlife and developing a ‘Living Landscape’
project, bringing together wild places and local groups to benefit nature.
Promoting sustainable, local food
We will:
• Work with partners to develop a Food Prosperity network for creating an RCT
sustainable food facility.
• Develop ‘park to plate’ activities in Ynysangharad Park, to grow fresh
vegetables for local foodbanks.
• Enable residents to be more active in their communities in community
projects, community use of green space and community food growing projects.
• Increase the number of plant based meal options in our schools and offered by
our community meals service.
• Work with community groups to offer Council land to be used for community
gardens.
• Increase the number and the accessibility of allotments to residents to enable
more people to grow their own fresh food.
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Raising Climate Awareness
We will
 Provide clear, simple and practical ways to encourage everyone to play their
part.
 Listen to and understand what our residents are telling us.
 Invite and encourage residents, staff and their representatives and also
businesses to discuss what the Council can do to help them to reduce their
carbon footprint and what they can do for themselves.


Work with young people, including through schools and their eco councils,
youth groups and Arts projects so that their voices are heard and they help
shape our plans for their future.

In preparing this Climate Change Plan the Council has taken account of the
requirements of the Well‐being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015.
The Act focuses on improving the social, economic, environmental and cultural
wellbeing of Wales. It makes public bodies, such as the Council, think more about the
long term, work better with people and communities and each other, look to prevent
problems and take a more joined up approach. This will help us to create a Wales that
we all want to live in, now and in the future. To make sure we are all working towards
the same vision, the Act puts in place seven national Well‐being Goals:








A prosperous Wales
A resilient Wales
A healthier Wales
A more equal Wales
A Wales of cohesive communities
A Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language
A globally responsible Wales

The Council’s approach to the Well‐being of Future Generations Act is to embed its
requirements into the Council’s business including our Climate Commitments.
This Plan sets out a vision and Climate Commitments that will continue to maximise
the Council’s contribution to the seven national Well‐being goals. The national goals,
together with the five Ways of Working, will continue to be incorporated into the
detailed action plans that will deliver the Council’s climate commitments.
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Appendix A
Examples of how our plans to tackle Climate Change contribute to the
seven national Well‐being Goals currently include
Will be updated once strategy is finished
RCT Climate Action will support the 7 national Well‐being goals by

 Supporting new green jobs in a low carbon economy with locally
procured goods and services and community benefit clauses.
 Progressing schemes that will benefit communities now, and in the
future including improved low carbon public transport and active
travel.
 Improving the use of natural resources creating healthier environments
for people and all forms of biodiversity.
 Investing in and valuing our Green Spaces
 Delivering natural carbon storage solutions such as those provided by
trees, peat bogs, marshy grassland
 Promoting biodiversity by protecting existing habitats where possible
 Reducing site disturbance and material waste with shorter construction
schedules.

More
Equal
Wales

 Improving air quality, access to green space and more Active Travel.
 Ensuring new housing and commercial developments have capacity to
generate. store and use reusable energy
 Make it easier for shoppers to use public transport or active travel to
our town centres
 Improving housing conditions and warmth
 Addressing the inequalities faced by those who are most vulnerable to
the effect of Climate Change including women and people on low
incomes, allowing people to fulfil their full potential.

Wales of
Cohesive
Communities

Healthier
Wales

Resilient Wales

Prosperous
Wales

National
Well‐being
Goal

 Enabling residents being more active in their communities in
community projects and community use of green space.
 Working with partners to develop a Food Prosperity network for
creating an RCT sustainable food place.
 Developing ‘park to plate’ activities in Ynysangharad Park, to grow
fresh vegetables for local foodbanks
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RCT Climate Action will support the 7 national Well‐being goals by

National
Well‐being
Goal

Globally Responsible Wales

A Wales
of Vibrant
Culture &
Welsh
L



Putting in place based bi lingual climate related activities, using
reclaimed and sustainable materials and methods in community arts,
traditional crafts and trades and architecture which distinctly reflect the
local area and culture.

 facilitating sustainable behaviour and use nature’s resources
responsibly at home to contribute to protecting the countries and
people that are most at risk and vulnerable to the effects of Climate
Change around the world.
 Home to school transport vehicles, bus operators and taxi vehicles are fit
for purpose and are as environmentally friendly as possible.
 A Council fleet that limits impact on environment.
 Circular approach to recycling and reuse.
 Eliminating single use plastics across the council and schools
 Progressing the Eco Park in Bryn Pica.
 Opportunities to create and use our own green sustainable energy such
as micro hydro‐electric schemes which utilise natural river and water
course feature.
 Increasing the supply of low carbon homes.
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